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Emirates Integrated Telecommunications (Du) shareholders approved in 

their Ordinary General Meeting (OGM), distribution of a special 

dividend of AED0.10/share and an interim dividend of AED0.12 /share, 

put together reflecting an yield of 3.2%. 

Our take is positive on the dividend distribution, but royalty 

charges will hurt future earnings and payouts 

► The Board proposed the return of c. AED1bn to shareholders by 

way of a one-off, special dividend of AED0.10/share. In addition, Du 

initiated the company’s interim dividend programme with a payout 

of AED0.12/share. Management has indicated continuing on its progressive dividend policy and distribute dividends semi-

annually (instead of annual payouts) 

► While the special dividend does come as a positive surprise to the market, the interim dividend reflects a marginal drop in 

the annualized payout ratio (usually maintained at around 65%) 

► However, sustainability of earnings and payouts is a key question facing the group. The ascending royalty charges should 

take a toll on Du’s earnings going forward. We expect Du’s net profit (after royalties) to decline at a five-year CAGR of 1.9% 

through FY16, owing to the increasing royalty charges 

► We maintain our view that royalty rates look punitive in later years. The effective royalty rate by 2016 would be far higher 

than average corporate tax rates globally. Indeed, in most cases, it would be higher than a combination of royalty and tax, 

where such structures exist. Further, we find it odd that effective royalty rates should be raised in a market that is becoming 

increasingly competitive.  

Despite remaining strongly positive on Du’s operational performance, current premiums on multiples do not seem 

justified – SELL 

Du is currently trading at a 2013e PE of 15x and an EV/EBITDA of 6.7x, implying a sizeable premium over MENA averages of 

12.0x and 5.4x, respectively. Du's 2013e Yield of 5.1% (including the special dividend) also remains below the peer average of 

6.12% (Etisalat reflects about 6%). With earnings expected to decline on the back of higher royalty rates, room for growth 

justifying these premiums seems invisible at the moment. 

Although, we assign a 50% effective royalty rate in the terminal period of our DCF (rather than maintain the peak 60.5% effective 

rate in 2016); in our view the effective rate could be lowered post 2016. 

Our DCF-based TP of AED3.8 continues to imply a downside risk of 43.3% to Du, suggesting a SELL recommendation. 

 Recommendation SELL 

 Market Price (AED) 6.7 

 Target Price (AED) 3.8 

 Downside Potential (%) 43.3 

 Market Cap. (AEDm) 30,629 

 Market Cap. (USDm) 8,346 

 Reuters Code DU DU 

 Bloomberg Code DU UH 

► OGM approves a special dividend of AED0.10/share, along with an interim dividend  

► Ascending royalty charges will take a toll on Du’s forward earnings, along with future dividend distributions 

► We maintain our view that royalty rates look punitive in later years and need to be reconsidered 

► While remaining positive on Du’s operational performance, we notice that valuations are currently stretched  
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Disclosure Appendix 

Disclaimer 

This report is based on publicly available information. It is not intended as an offer to buy or sell, nor is it a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell 

the securities mentioned. The information and opinions in this report were prepared by the NAEEM Research Department (“NAEEM”) from 

sources it believed to be reliable at the time of publication. NAEEM accepts no liability or legal responsibility for losses or damages incurred 

from the use of this publication or its contents. NAEEM has the right to change opinions expressed in this report without prior notice. 

This research report (including all appendices) contains information that is intended to be conveyed only to the intended recipients, which 

insofar as the United Sates is concerned, are “major U.S. institutional investors” (i.e., U.S. institutional investors having total assets under 

management in excess of USD100 million, or investment advisers that are registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission and 

have total assets under management in excess of USD100 million). If the reader or recipient of this research report is not the intended recipient, 

please notify NAEEM immediately, and promptly destroy this research report without retaining any portion in any manner. The unauthorized 

use, dissemination, distribution or reproduction of this research report by any person other than the intended recipient is strictly prohibited. 

Analyst Certification  

The primary research analyst/analysts covering the company (or companies) mentioned in this report certify that their views about the company 

(or companies) and their securities are accurately expressed. Further, no part of their compensation, whether pecuniary or in-kind, was, is, or will 

be, directly or indirectly related to the recommendations or views expressed in this research report. Unless otherwise stated, individuals listed on 

the front cover/page of the report are the research analysts. 

Stock Ratings 

NAAEM believes that an investor’s decision to buy or sell a stock should depend on individual circumstances (including, but not limited to the 

investor’s existing holdings and financial standing) and other considerations. Different securities firms use a range of rating terms and rating 

systems to describe their recommendations. Investors should carefully read the definitions of the ratings used in each report. In addition, since 

NAEEM’s research reports contain complete information about the analyst’s views, investors should read NAEEM reports in their entirety, and 

not infer the contents from the ratings alone.  Ratings (and/or research) should not be relied upon as an investment advice. 

NAEEM assigns ratings to stocks on the following basis: 

Rating Upside/Downside potential 20 August 2013Rating distribution as of  

BUY >20% 41% 

ACCUMULATE >10% to 20% 13% 

HOLD +10% to -10% 38% 

REDUCE <-10% to -20%  3% 

SELL < -20%  6% 
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